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Acts

• The writer
– most likely Luke, the doctor

• continuation of the Gospel according to Luke



Acts
• Date of writing

– likely around 62-64 AD, shortly after events 
described in Acts 28

• ends abruptly with Paul in prison in Rome, with no 
indication of the outcome of his trial (i.e. release and 
subsequent 4th missionary journey)

• no mention of Peter’s or Paul’s executions under 
Nero (ruled 54-68 AD)



Acts
• Overview

– Main characters
• Peter (and the other 11 apostles) - chp 1-12
• Paul - chp 13-28

– Other characters:
• Stephen and the deacons of the Jerusalem church
• Philip the evangelist
• Barnabas, Silas and other missionaries
• Priscilla, Aquila



Acts
• Overview

Summary
• Acts 1-7 The spread of the Gospel in Jerusalem

• Acts 8:1-25 The spread of the Gospel to Judea and 
Samaria

• Acts 8-28 The spread of the Gospel through the 
Mediterranean world 



Acts
• Purposes for writing

1. To provide a history of early Church and 
document the spread of Christianity

2. To provide a defense of the faith to Jews and 
Gentiles

3. To encourage and instruct Christians



Acts
• Major thoughts/themes in the book of Acts

• the spread of the Gospel from Jerusalem throughout the 
world, in the power of the Holy Spirit

• authentic Christianity, as seen in the life of the early 
Church

– centrality of the Holy Spirit
– Christian unity and fellowship
– evangelism & missions
– Church leadership



Acts
• Major thoughts/themes in the book of Acts

• A defense of the Christian faith

• Christianity as true Judaism, and the fulfillment of OT 
prophecy

• thus, Christianity as a permitted religion under Roman law

• Jesus Christ as the only way of salvation

• defense of unity of Jews and Gentiles in Christ



Acts
• Major thoughts/themes in the book of Acts

• God’s sovereignty in evangelism (and in all things!)
• the work and power of the Holy Spirit in evangelism

• the irresistible advance of the Gospel in the face of opposition
and persecution

• Man’s responsibility in evangelism
• going to the ends of the earth with the Gospel

• a life that exemplifies the Gospel

• a reasoned presentation & defense of the Gospel

• suffering hardship and persecution for the sake of Christ
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